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Finite element asymptotic post-buckling analysis, being based on fourth-order expansions
of the strain energy, requires that nonlinear structural modeling be accurate to same order,
at least with respect to the rigid motions of the elements. A corotational description is pro-
posed here as a general tool to satisfy this requirement of objectivity, by referring each ele-
ment to a local frame which moves (rotates) with the element, so ﬁltering its rigid motion.
In this description nonlinearity of the problem derives essentially from the change of ref-
erence, from the global ﬁxed frame to the local one, the strain energy being governed by
their relative rotations. In ﬁnite kinematics, this noticeably complicates the algebra for
obtaining exact expressions of its variations.
Quite simple, basic expressions for the ﬁrst four corotational derivatives of the strain
energy are provided, allowing the set up of a fourth-order accurate asymptotic analysis
starting from standard ﬁnite elements based on linear or simpliﬁed nonlinear local model-
ings. The formulation is implemented for the analysis of 3D beam assemblages and several
numerical results are presented and discussed showing the effectiveness and robustness of
the proposed approach in reproducing the nonlinear equilibrium path in both cases of
monomodal and coupled multimodal buckling.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
A global evaluation of the structural collapse safety of slender elastic structures should consider all possible loadings,
including the deviations due to load imperfections and geometrical defects. Standard path-following approaches (Riks,
1979), aimed at recover the equilibrium path for a single loading case and assigned imperfections, cannot be considered a
satisfactory answer for this purpose. In fact, as the single analysis is computationally quite expensive, performing a complete
investigation to consider all possible imperfection shapes is really expensive, at least if we do not have reliable information
about the worst imperfection shapes.
The asymptotic approach, derived as a ﬁnite element implementation of Koiter’s nonlinear theory of elastic stability
(Koiter et al., 1945), could be a convenient alternative by providing an effective and reliable strategy for predicting the initial
post-critical behavior in both cases of limit or bifurcation points (Casciaro et al., 1992; Lanzo et al., 1995; Lanzo and Garcea,
1996; Casciaro et al., 1998; Garcea et al., 1999; Garcea, 2001; Garcea et al., 2002; Casciaro, 2005, 1980; Flores and Godoy,
1992; Pacoste and Eriksson, 1995; Wu and Wang, 1997; Poulsen and Damkilde, 1998; Abichou et al., 2002; Boutyour
et al., 2004; Silvestre and Camotim, 2005; Schafer and Graham-Brady, 2006; Chen and Virgin, 2006). Its main advantage lies
in the possibility of performing an efﬁcient and robust imperfection sensitivity analysis even in cases of multiple, nearly
coincident, buckling loads. Moreover, it can provide a-priori information on the worst imperfection shapes for the structure. All rights reserved.
x: +39 0984496912.
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cessive, more detailed, investigations through a specialized path-following analysis.
The approach is based on a fourth-order expansion of the strain energy. So, a careful tuning of both the continuummodel
and its ﬁnite element implementation is needed, to obtain accurate results, and a coherent evaluation of the kinematical
relationship, at least until the fourth-order strain energy variations, is necessary (Casciaro, 2005). This is an unusual require-
ment, but it is important for the reliability of the results which are very sensitive to the accuracy of the expression for the
energy. Current modelings, based on technical simpliﬁcations, fail to represent the strain energy as uninﬂuenced by rigid
motions, which is an essential objectivity requirement for the analysis. To overcome this difﬁculty, an external tool able
to provide a coherent, fourth-order accurate, description of the rigid motion of the element is needed. The corotational ap-
proach (CR) (Rankin and Nour-Omid, 1988; Nour-Omid and Rankin, 1991) appears to be suitable for this goal and will be
exploited in this paper.
Corotational description of motion has its origins in the polar decomposition theorem (see Malvern, 1969). According to
this theorem, the total deformation of a continuous body can be decomposed into a rigid body motion and a local deforma-
tion. In ﬁnite element implementations, this decomposition can be performed using a local CR frame that rotates and trans-
lates with each element. The advantage is that the nonlinearity of the problem is transferred to the coordinate change
between the ﬁxed and corotational systems, and the local displacements can be assumed small enough, in the CR frame,
to allow strains to be obtained through linear or a simpliﬁed nonlinear strain–displacement relationships, without introduc-
ing signiﬁcant errors. In fact, the strain energy thus obtained proves to be objective with respect to rigid body motions of the
element, exactly, and the residual error coming from the simpliﬁed local description of the element can always be made
small enough by a mesh reﬁnement. The main advantage of this approach is that we can reuse standard ﬁnite element li-
braries (Rankin and Nour-Omid, 1988; Nour-Omid and Rankin, 1991) thereby avoiding the need for objective interpolations
(Jelenic and Crisﬁeld, 1999; Ibrahimbegovic and Taylor, 2002; Zupan and Saje, 2003) as occurs in other descriptions of the
body motion. The nonlinearity of the problem is essentially transferred to the relationship between global and local compo-
nents of the nodal displacements, which is governed by a simple kinematics and does not present particular difﬁculties, apart
from that due to the presence of nodal rotational variables. Finite 3D rotations are in fact described through rotation matrices
which lie in a nonlinear manifold and combine with a multiplicative rule (see Argyris, 1982). This noticeably complicates the
algebra for obtaining exact expressions for the variations of the strain energy higher than the ﬁrst order ones.
The corotational approach has been widely used as a basic tool for describing the conﬁguration changes within incremen-
tal-iterative path-following analysis (Crisﬁeld, 1997; Felippa and Haughen, 2005). In this context, it requires the ﬁrst two
variations of the strain energy. Only the ﬁrst variation, used for checking the equilibrium, actually needs to be evaluated ex-
actly. Even a rough estimate for the second one is generally sufﬁcient, because it is only employed for deﬁning a suitable
iteration matrix to be used within a Newton-like solution process (Nour-Omid and Rankin, 1991). Consequently research
in this area has been largely devoted to representing the ﬁrst corotational derivative in an easy form, and to developing ro-
bust and computationally fast schemes for the iterative updating of the conﬁguration. The overall picture changes when
using the asymptotic approach. All quantities which deﬁne the conﬁguration state are obtained through a direct extrapola-
tion, thereby reducing or completely eliminating, the need for an updating process. Nonetheless, an accurate evaluation for
the ﬁrst four variations of strain energy is needed.
The paper focuses on this goal which is reached by referring to a vectorial parametrization of the rotation (Ibrahimbeg-
ovic´, 1995; Ritto Corrêa and Camotim, 2002) and then deriving explicit expressions for the ﬁrst four derivatives of the coro-
tational transform. We obtain an automatic tool suitable for providing a rather simple evaluation of the required energy
variations for a generic FEM model based on corotational description. The approach is implemented for the case of 3D
frames, by deriving explicit expressions for the ﬁrst four variations of the strain energy for a general assemblage of beams.
This context has been chosen because it both allows an easy comparison with ‘‘exact” reference results and proves to be very
sensitive to the objectivity of the strain energy description and thus it is convenient for checking the accuracy of the pro-
posed approach.
The paper is organized as follows: after a brief presentation of FEM implementation of Koiter’s asymptotic analysis (Sec-
tion 2) and a short review of 3D rotation algebra (Section 3), general expressions for the energy variations within a corota-
tional description are derived (Section 4). These are then implemented for FEM analysis of 3D frames, by introducing a
suitable beam element and corotational kinematics (Section 5). Several results are presented and discussed in (Section 6),
highlighting the degree of robustness and accuracy of the proposed approach and the inﬂuence of the possible alternative
choices in the the selection of the CR frame or in the use of different local modelings for the element.
2. The asymptotic method
The FEM implementation of Koiter’s asymptotic approach is not widely diffused within computational mechanics
analysis, essentially because its high requirements as regards modeling accuracy. Many papers are however available
in literature (e.g. see Casciaro et al., 1992; Lanzo et al., 1995; Lanzo and Garcea, 1996; Casciaro et al., 1998; Garcea
et al., 1999; Garcea, 2001; Garcea et al., 2002; Casciaro, 2005 and references therein), so can be considered well known.
A brief overview of method is presented here, for the convenience of the reader and to summarize the main notation
and equations involved.
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equilibrium is expressed by the virtual work equation:U0½udu kp^du ¼ 0; 8du 2T ð1Þ
where u 2 U is the ﬁeld of conﬁguration variables, U½u denotes the strain energy, T is the tangent space of U at u
and a prime is used for expressing the Frèchet derivative with respect to u. We assume that U will be a linear man-
ifold so that its tangent space T will be independent from u. Eq. (1) deﬁnes a curve in the ðu; kÞ space, the equilibrium
path of the structure, that can be composed of several branches. We are usually interested in the branch starting from
an initial known equilibrium point fu0; k0g and without any loss of generality we can assume u0 ¼ 0, k0 ¼ 0. It is worth
mentioning that a mixed format is generally convenient to avoid the so called nonlinear locking phenomena (see Gar-
cea et al., 1999; Garcea, 2001; Garcea et al., 2002), so conﬁguration u usually collects both displacement and stress
ﬁelds.
The asymptotic method is based on an expansion of the potential energy, in terms of load factor k and buckling mode
amplitudes ni, which is characterized by fourth-order accuracy. It provides an approximation of the equilibrium path by per-
forming the following steps:
(1) The fundamental path is obtained as a linear extrapolation, from a known equilibrium conﬁguration:uf ½k :¼ ku^ ð2Þwhere u^ is the tangent evaluated at {0, 0}, obtained as a solution of the linear equationU000u^du ¼ p^du; 8du 2T ð3Þ
and an index denotes the point along uf which the quantities are evaluated, that is U000  U00½uf ½k0.
(2) A cluster of buckling loads fk1    kmg and associated buckling modes ð _v1    _vmÞ are deﬁned along uf ½k by the critical
conditionU00½uf ½ki _vidu ¼ 0; 8du 2T ð4Þ
Buckling loads are considered to be sufﬁciently close to each other to allow the following linearization:U00b _viduþ ðki  kbÞU000b u^ _vidu ¼ 0; 8du 2T ð5Þ
kb being an appropriate reference value of k (e.g. the ﬁrst of ki or their mean value). Normalizing we obtain U
000
b u^ _vi _vj ¼ dij,
where dij is Kroneker’s symbol.
(3) The tangent space T is decomposed into the tangent V  _v ¼Pini _vi  and orthogonalW  fw : U000b u^ _viw ¼ 0g sub-
spaces so that T ¼VW. Making n0 ¼ k and _v0 :¼ u^, the asymptotic approximation for the required path is deﬁned
by the expansionu½k; nk 
Xm
i¼0
n _vi þ 12
Xm
i;j¼0
ninjwij ð6Þwhere wij are quadratic corrections introduced to satisfy the projection of Eq. (1) ontoW and obtained by the linear orthog-
onal equationsU00bwijdw ¼ U000b _vi _vjdw;wij; dw 2W ð7Þ
where, because of the orthogonality condition, w0i ¼ 0.
(4) The following energy terms are computed for i; j; k ¼ 1   m:lk½k ¼
1
2
k2U000b u^
2 _vk þ 16 k
2ðk 3kbÞU0000b u^3 _vk
Aijk ¼ U000b _vi _vj _vk
Bijhk ¼ U0000b _vi _vj _vh _vk U00bðwijwhk þwihwjk þwikwjhÞ
B00ik ¼ U0000b u^2 _vi _vk U00bw00wik
B0ijk ¼ U0000b u^ _vi _vj _vk
Cik ¼ U00bw00wik
ð8Þwhere the implicit imperfection factors lk are deﬁned by the fourth order expansion of the unbalanced work on the funda-
mental path (i.e. lk½k :¼ ðkp^U0½ku^Þ _vk).
(5) The equilibrium path is obtained by satisfying the projection of the equilibrium Eq. (1) ontoV. According to Eqs. (7)
and (8), we have
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kb
2
 Xm
i¼1
niCik þ
1
2
Xm
i;j¼1
ninjAijk þ
1
2
ðk kbÞ2
Xm
i¼1
niB00ik þ
1
2
ðk kbÞ
Xm
i;j¼1
ninjB0ijk
þ 1
6
Xm
i;j;h¼1
ninjnhBijhk þ lk½k ¼ 0; k ¼ 1   m ð9ÞEq. (9) corresponds to a highly nonlinear system in the mþ 1 unknowns k ni and can be solved using a standard path-fol-
lowing strategy. It provides the initial post-buckling behavior of the structure, including modal interactions and jumping-
after-bifurcation phenomena.
Once the ﬁrst analysis has been performed (step (1) to (4)), the presence of small additional, load or displacement, imper-
fections can be taken into account in the post-processing phase by adding additional coefﬁcients to Eq. (9), with a negligible
computational extra-cost (see Casciaro, 2005 for a general discussion about this topic). From eq. (9) we can also extract infor-
mation about the worst imperfection shapes we can use to improve the imperfection sensitivity analysis or for driving more
detailed investigation through specialized path-following analysis (see Salerno and Casciaro, 1997; Salerno and Uva, 2006;
Casciaro and Mancusi, 2006 and references therein).
Note that, within a FEM context and standard FEM notations, Eqs. (3) and (4) writeK0u^ ¼ p^; K½ki _vi ¼ 0where K0 and K½k are the tangent stiffness matrix evaluated at the conﬁguration u ¼ 0 and u ¼ kiu^, respectively. Both equa-
tions correspond to standard problems, a linear solution and an eigenvalue problem, which are easily solved numerically
(see Casciaro, 2005; Casciaro et al., 2004). Eq. (5) writesðK ½kb þ ðki  kbÞK1Þ _vi ¼ 0where K1 :¼ dK ½k=dk at k ¼ kb. It corresponds to a standard local linearization of the eigenvalue Eq. (4). Eq. (7) writes
K½kbwij ¼ pijand corresponds to a linear system in wij, the right-hand vector pij being computed from vi and vj. Finally coefﬁcients
lk   Cik deﬁned in Eq. (8) are all scalar quantities which can be computed as integrals of known functions. So the actual
implementation of the method as a computational tool is quite easy in practice. We can mention that it can provide very
accurate results (see Brezzi et al., 1986 for a discussion and an analytical estimate of the error). However, because of the
use of a fourth-order expansion of the strain energy, it requires that a fourth-order accuracy be guaranteed in the structural
modeling, which is a heavy and unusual demand in FEM analysis. The corotational approach presented in the sequel intends
to give a contribution in this direction.
3. 3D rotation algebra
The nonlinear analysis of spatial structures depends on 3D rotation algebra. A great amount of work on this topic is avail-
able in the literature (see Ibrahimbegovic´, 1995; Ritto Corrêa and Camotim, 2002; Cardona and Geradin, 1988; Ibrahimbeg-
ovic´, 1997; Ritto Corrêa and Camotim, 2003).
Finite 3D rotations can be directly represented in terms of an orthogonal tensor R that is a member of the nonlinear man-
ifold SO(3). In coordinate representation, the rotation tensor R becomes a 3 3 orthogonal matrix that, by exploiting the
orthogonality property R1 ¼ RT, is a function of only three parameters. However it may not be convenient to express the
conﬁguration changes through variables belonging to a nonlinear manifold due to the complications involved in the succes-
sive variations (see Simo, 1992). A useful way to express R in terms of the quantities lying in a vector space is that of Rodri-
gues (Rodrigues, 1840):R½h ¼ I þ sin h
h
W½h þ ð1 cos hÞ
h2
W2½h; W½h  spin ½h ¼
0 h3 h2
h3 0 h1
h2 h1 0
2
64
3
75 ð10Þwhich uses the rotation vectors h ¼ ½h1; h2; h3T, h ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h21 þ h22 þ h23
q
being the magnitude of the rotation vector. This represen-
tation uses a minimal set of parameters, is singularity free and gives a one-to-one correspondence in the range 0 6 h < 2p
(see Ritto Corrêa and Camotim, 2002). Making Rh  R½h and Wh W½h, Eq. (10) is equivalent to the exponential mapRh ¼ I þWh þW
2
h
2!
þ    ¼
X1
n¼0
Wnh
n!
¼ expðWhÞ ð11ÞThe inverse relation is given by
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x
x ð12aÞx being the axial vector of the skew-symmetric part of Rh, implicitly deﬁned byW½x ¼ 1
2
ðRh  RThÞ ð12bÞand x the Euclidian norm of x. By a Taylor expansion we obtainh ¼ 1þ 1
6
x2 þ 3
40
x4 þ   
 
x ð12cÞThe extraction of the rotation vector by the rotation matrix Rh, as deﬁned by Eqs. (12), will from now on be denoted by
h  log½Rh.
The most commonly used approach in deﬁning structural models involving 3D rotations is to express the kinematics in
terms of the spin variations dW which, as pointed out by Nour-Omid and Rankin (1991), are the quantities associated
through virtual works with the common accepted deﬁnition of moments. In this case, using Eq. (11), the variation dR of R
could be expressed in terms of the inﬁnitesimal rotations deﬁned by the spin dW:dR ¼ RdW ð13Þ
If the current rotation R is known, Eq. (13) allows for a simple expression of the ﬁrst variations of the strain energy re-
quired by the equilibrium condition (1).
Remembering that R belongs to a nonlinear manifold, the successive variations of the energy quickly become increasingly
complicated (Simo, 1992). This does not however present a real problem in the path-following analysis, which requires the
accurate evaluation of the ﬁrst variations of energy with respect to the conﬁguration variables and exploits the second vari-
ations only to deﬁne an iteration matrix to be used within a Newton-like scheme. Thus a rough evaluation of these varia-
tions, obtained through simpliﬁed formulas, can be sufﬁcient for the analysis. The only difﬁculty in this context is related
to the evaluation of the current rotation R, which requires a rather expensive multiplicative updating process. Consequently,
a large amount of research has been devoted to setting up an efﬁcient updating (see Felippa and Haughen, 2005 for further
details on this topic).
The use of the rotation vector h to express 3D rotations, as introduced in Ibrahimbegovic´ (1995), Ritto Corrêa and
Camotim (2002), Cardona and Geradin (1988), Ibrahimbegovic´ (1997), allows the multiplicative updating to be avoided,
but introduces an additional nonlinear relation through Eq. (10). The main advantage is, however, the possibility of
describing the conﬁguration in terms of variables belonging to a linear manifold thereby allowing the strain energy vari-
ations to be evaluated accurately through standard directional derivatives. This is particularly useful within asymptotic
analysis, where an accurate evaluation of these variations, up to fourth-order, is necessary. It becomes even more neces-
sary when using the standard asymptotic formulation presented in Section 2, which requires that the conﬁguration man-
ifold U be linear. Accordingly, the rotation vector h will be assumed as conﬁguration variable in the sequel. It will also be
shown that, rather simple general rules can be derived in order to obtain explicit expressions for the energy variations
needed by the analysis.
4. Corotational formulation
The goal of the corotational approach is to split the element motion into two parts: a rigid and a deformational one, thus
providing an easy way to recover an objective structural modeling. The rigid part is deﬁned, on average, as the motion of a
corotational frame (CR observer) which translates and rotates with the element from the initial reference conﬁguration to
the current one. The deformational part is the local motion seen by the CR observer, within this frame. It can be made small
enough with an appropriate mesh reﬁnement, allowing the differences between pointwise and element average rotations to
be reduced. Since the strains depend only on the deformational part, which can be assumed to be small, they can be de-
scribed using simpliﬁed kinematical relationships: in particular, a linearized kinematics, as the simplest choice, or a more
reﬁned quadratic kinematics, for better accuracy. The former choice allows standard linear ﬁnite elements to be reused as
recognized by Rankin and Nour-Omid (1988, 1991). The latter choice requires a nonlinear description of the element, while
still allowing the usual simplifying ‘‘technical” assumptions for the element modeling, due to the assumption of small
deformations.
4.1. Strain energy in the CR frame
Let’s assume a ﬁxed frame with unit vectors fe1; e2; e3g and consider the motion described by the point displacement d½X
and rotation u½X vector ﬁelds, X being the position of the point in the reference conﬁguration with respect to the ﬁxed
frame. The corotational unit vectors are deﬁned byik ¼ Qek with Q  R½a; k ¼ 1   3 ð14Þ
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siderations and omitting the dependence on X, for an easy notation, the deformational local part of d½X can be described by
the expressionsdc ¼ Q TðX þ d cÞ  X ð15Þ
where dc collects the components of the deformational displacement.
Similarly, the rotation vector of the local part of point rotation R :¼ R½u is expressed by
uc ¼ logðRcÞ with Rc ¼ Q TR ð16ÞThe point strain will be a function of the deformational displacement and rotation:e ¼ e½dc;uc
Assuming that dc and uc are small, the constitutive laws can be taken as linear. It is then possible to express the ﬁnite
element strain energy, in mixed form, asUe½u :¼
Z
Xe
r  e½dc;uc 
1
2
r  E1r
 
dXe ð17Þwhere r is the stress associated with the elastic tensor E to the strain and Xe is the ﬁnite element domain. Exploiting the
element interpolation laws, (17) can be rewritten, in discrete form, as:Ue½u ¼ tTe.½dce 
1
2
tTeK
1
c te ð18Þte being the vector of the element stress parameters and . the associated vector of the strains, as a function of the displace-
ment element vector dce collecting deformational displacements dck and rotations uck of all kth ﬁnite element nodes (or a
relevant linear combination of them). Finally K1c is the Clapeyron compliance matrix provided by the complementary en-
ergy equivalence1
2
tTeK
1
c te ¼
1
2
Z
Xe
r  E1rdXe; 8te; r½teExploiting the smallness of deformational displacements, we assume that . can have, at most, the following quadratic
expression in terms of dce:. ¼ .l½dce þ .q½dce;dce ð19Þ
where .l½dce ¼ Ddce is a linear relationship while the jth component of the symmetric bilinear quadratic part of .q is deﬁned
as:.qj½dce;dce ¼
1
2
dTceWjdce; Wj ¼ WTjwith j ¼ 1   nq;nq being the dimension of vector ..
The discrete expression of the strain energy (18) becomesUe½u ¼ tTeDdce þ
1
2
dTceW½tedce 
1
2
tTeK
1
c te ð20aÞwhere W½te ¼
P
jtejWj. Using a linear strain measure ð.q  0Þ, it reduces to the common expression of the linear elastic caseUe½u ¼ tTeDdce 
1
2
tTeK
1
c te ð20bÞ4.2. A remark on the corotational description
Letting ae be the CR rotation vector associated to the average rigid rotation of the element andQ e ¼ R½ae ð21Þ
the CR formulation is based on two fundamental steps:
(a) the deﬁnition of kinematical relationships (15) and (16) that express a purely geometric nonlinear relationdce ¼ d0e þ dg ½ae;de ð22Þ
between the element displacement vector in the CR ðdceÞ and ﬁxed frames ðdeÞ. We assume that dg ½ae;0 ¼ 0, so that
d0e will be the initial deformational displacement vector for de ¼ 0. The additive rule in (22) is possible thanks to the
assumption that both d0e and dg are small.
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energy of the element in terms of local CR ﬁnite element parameters, which is written in the simpliﬁed form (20), because of
the assumption of small local displacements.
Note that the geometrical nonlinearities are essentially contained in Eq. (22), while the local modeling only implies stan-
dard ﬁnite element procedures and, if using expression (20b), corresponds to a linear FEM modeling. The corotational ap-
proach then leads to an efﬁcient way of reusing standard FEM technology in a nonlinear context.
4.3. Strain energy in the ﬁxed frame
The CR rotation vector ae will be a function of the current displacement vector de:ae :¼ ae½de ð23Þ
The explicit expression of this function will depend on the particular element which is used and is based on the best com-
promise between algebraic simplicity and accuracy, the latter being essentially related to the smallness of the deformational
part of the motion. By substituting Eq. (23) into (22), we can express dce as a function of de alone:dce ¼ d0e þ g½de ð24Þ
The combination of Eqs. (20) and (22) allows the element energy to be expressed in terms of the element vectorue :¼ fte;degT ð25Þ
which collects all parameters deﬁning the element conﬁguration in a single vector and can be related to the global vector u,
expressing the overall conﬁguration of the assemblage, through the known relationue ¼ Aeu ð26Þ
where matrix Ae implicitly contains the link constraints between elements. This allows the energy to be expressed as an
algebraic nonlinear function of u:U½u :¼
X
e
Ue½uThe asymptotic approach requires the evaluation of the second, third and fourth variations of the energy by correspon-
dence to a conﬁguration which can be either the initial u0 or the bifurcation one ub. In both cases, through an appropriate
conﬁguration updating process, we refer to a conﬁguration characterized by de ¼ 0, the initial stresses and (small) deforma-
tional displacements being described by the element vectors t0e and d0e.
To express the strain energy variations, it is convenient to refer to the fourth order Taylor expansion of g½de starting from
a conﬁguration characterized by de ¼ 0:g½de ¼ g1½de þ
1
2
g2½de;de þ
1
6
g3½de;de;de þ
1
24
g4½de;de;de;de þ    ð27Þwhere gn;n ¼ 1   4 are n-multilinear symmetric forms which express the nth Frèchet variations of function g½de.
The relevant strain energy variations are reported here, for the simpler case of linear local modeling deﬁned by eq. (20b),
and then extended to the quadratic local modeling deﬁned by Eq. (20a).
We will denote with uiði ¼ 1   4Þ a generic variation of the conﬁguration ﬁeld u, with ui the corresponding global con-
ﬁguration vector in the FEM discretization and with uie ¼ Aeui the ﬁnite element conﬁguration vector collecting both dis-
placement and stress element vectors: uie ¼ ftie;diegT. With the same notation u0 and u0e are the global and element
reference conﬁguration vectors.
4.3.1. Second order variations using linear local modeling
Second order energy variations are used in the evaluation of the fundamental mode u^ (through Eq. (3)) and of the bifur-
cation modes _vi (through Eq. (4)). In both cases, using expansion (27) and the energy expression (20a), the contribution of the
element to the energy variation can be expressed asU00eu1u2 ¼ tT1e.1½d2e þ tT2e.1½d2e  tT1eK1c t2e þ tT0e.2½d1e;d2e ð28aÞ
where .1 and .2 are deﬁned by.1½dje ¼ Dg1½dje; .2½d1e;d2e ¼ Dg2½d1e;d2e j ¼ 1;2 ð28bÞ
Introducing the matrices L1 and G½te through the following equivalencesL1dje ¼ g1½dje; dT1eG½t0ed2e ¼ tT0e.2½d1e;d2e ð29Þ
Eq. (28) can be rearranged in a more convenient compact form:
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K1c DL1
LT1D
T G½t0e
" #
ð30ÞThe mixed tangent matrix of the element He can be directly used, through a standard assemblage process, to obtain the
overall Hessian matrix H:U00u1u2 ¼ uT1Hu2; H :¼
X
e
ATeHeAe ð31Þallowing Eqs. (3) and (4) to be rewritten in matrix form.
4.3.2. Third order variations using linear modeling
Third order energy variations are used in Eq. (8) for evaluating the third-order coefﬁcientsAijk and the third-order terms
of the factors lk, which are scalar quantities obtained as variations with respect to known ﬁelds u^ and _vi. They are also used
in Eq. (7) for evaluating the right-side of the equation which implicitly deﬁnes the quadratic modes wij. In this case we have
to evaluate secondary force vector s½u1;u2 deﬁned by the equivalenceduTs½u1;u2 ¼ U000u1u2du ð32Þ
du being a generic virtual variation and du its corresponding discrete representation. The element contribution to the scalar
expressions is easily evaluated using the general formulaU000e u1u2u3 ¼ tT1e.2½d2e;d3e þ tT2e.2½d3e;d1e þ tT3e.2½d1e;d2e þ tT0e.3½d1e;d2e;d3e ð33aÞwhere .2½;  is deﬁned by (28b) and .3½   is obtained by.3½d1e;d2e;d3e ¼ Dg3½d1e;d2e;d3e ð33bÞWhen the vectorial expression (32) is needed, making u3 ¼ du, Eq. (33a) can be rearranged in the formU000e u1u2du :¼ duTese ¼
dte
dde
	 
T set
sed
	 

ð34Þwhere set :¼ .2½d1e;d2e and sed is deﬁned by the equivalence
ddTesed ¼ ddTe ðG½t1ed2e þ G½t2ed1eÞ þ tT0e.3½d1e;d2e; dde ð35ÞThe overall vector s is then obtained by a standard assemblages½u1;u2 ¼
X
e
ATese½u1e;u2e4.3.3. Fourth order variations using linear local modeling
Fourth order energy variations are used in Eq. (8) for evaluating the fourth-order coefﬁcients Bijhk and the fourth-order
terms in lk. The following general formula for the element contributions can be usedU
0000
e u1u2u3u4 ¼ tT1e.3½d2e;d3e;d4e þ tT2e.3½d3e;d4e;d1e þ tT3e.3½d4e;d1e;d2e þ tT4e.3½d1e;d2e;d3e
þ tT0e.4½d1e;d2e;d3e;d4e ð36Þ
where function .4½ is obtained by.4½d1e;d2e;d3e;d4e ¼ Dg4½d1e;d2e;d3e;d4e4.3.4. Energy variations using quadratic local modeling
When using quadratic local modeling we only need to redeﬁne the expressions for .2½, .3½ and .4½ which appear in the
energy variations. By substituting Eq. (20a) in eq. (20b) we obtain.2½d1e;d2e ¼ Dg2ð1;2Þ þ .q½g1ð1Þ; g1ð2Þ þ .q½d0e; g2ð1;2Þ ð37aÞ
.3½d1e;d2e;d3e ¼ Dg3ð1;2;3Þ þ .q½g1ð1Þ; g2ð2;3Þ þ .q½g1ð2Þ; g2ð1;3Þ þ .q½g1ð3Þ; g2ð1;2Þ þ .q½d0e; g3ð1;2;3Þ ð37bÞ
.4½d1e;d2e;d3e;d4e ¼ Dg4ð1;2;3;4Þ þ .q½g1ð1Þ; g3ð2;3;4Þ þ .q½g1ð2Þ; g3ð1;3;4Þ þ .q½g1ð3Þ; g3ð1;2;4Þ þ .q½g1ð4Þ; g3ð1;2;3Þ
þ .q½g2ð1;2Þ; g2ð3;4Þ þ .q½g2ð1;3Þ; g2ð2;4Þ þ .q½g2ð1;4Þ; g2ð2;3Þ þ .q½d0e; g4ð1;2;3;4Þ: ð37cÞwhere the synthetic notation gk;ði;j;Þ  gk½uie;uje;   ; k; i; j ¼ 1; . . . ;4 has been used, for an easier writing.
Note that when using quadratic local modeling, the expressions for .2, .3 and .4 also depend on the initial local displace-
ment d0e which does not affect the linear model at all. Its inﬂuence is, however, very small and can be neglected.
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The corotational description presented above, is now applied to a 3D beam element. We assume that the reference con-
ﬁguration of the beam is straight, the initial curvatures being taken into account through a nonzero initial displacement. The
local Cartesian reference frame fX1;X2;X3g, with unit vectors fe1; e2; e3g, is aligned to the beam axis ðe1Þ and to the principal
inertia axis of the cross section (e2 and e3), as shown in Fig. 1, so that the section position X ¼ se1 is identiﬁed by the real
abscissa s 2 ½0    ‘, ‘ being the beam length.
5.1. Linear local modeling for the beam
The local beam modeling is taken from that presented in Petrolo and Casciaro (2004), directly derived from Saint Venànt
general rod theory. We will denote by N½s andM½s the stress resultants over the section and by e½s and v½s the correspond-
ing work-conjugated section strains. The latter collect axial and shear elongations and torsional and ﬂexural curvatures,
respectively and are related to the displacements d½s and rotations u½s of the section by the linear kinematics relationship ¼ dc;s þ e1  uc
v ¼ uc;s
(
ð38ÞAs shown in Petrolo and Casciaro (2004) we havee
v
 
¼ F N
M
 
ð39Þwhere the symmetric and positive deﬁned compliance matrix F is easily obtained, as a function of E and G elastic modula and
section geometry, through a numerical strategy. The element strain energy (17) can then be rewrittenU½u ¼
Z ‘
0
NTeþMTv 1
2
N
M
 T
F
N
M
 ( )
ds ð40ÞThe assumption of zero body forces implies both N and the torsional component M1 of M be constant while the ﬂexural
components M2 and M3 vary linearly along the beam axis, according to the value shear components N2 and N3. In this way
we obtain the following stress interpolation lawN1½s ¼ n
N2½s ¼ m3e=‘
N3½s ¼ m2e=‘
8><
>: ;
M1½s ¼  12m1s
M2½s ¼  12m2s þ 12 sl
 
me2
M3½s ¼  12m3s þ 12 sl
 
me3
8><
>: ð41aÞdepending on six stress parameters we can collect in the element stress element vectorte :¼ ne; m2e; m3e; m1s; m2s; m3s½ T ð41bÞ
The complementary energy in (40) can then be rewritten in the formZ ‘
0
N
M
 T
F
N
M
 ( )
ds ¼ tTeK1c te ð42ÞKe being the so called element stiffness matrix. Note that, when the ﬂexural and shear of the section coincide, matrix Ke sim-
pliﬁes in the usual diagonal formFig. 1. Static and kinematic quantities in CR frame for the beam.
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‘ð1þ b3Þ
;
12EJ3
‘ð1þ b2Þ
;
4GJ	t
‘
;
4EJ2
‘
;
4EJ3
‘
	 
where A, J2 and J3 are the area and ﬂexural inertia of section, J
	
t the torsional inertia, and b2 ¼ 12EJ3=GA2‘2 and
b3 ¼ 12EJ2=GA3‘2 the so called shear factors, A	2 and A	3 being the shear areas.
The strain work in (40), using interpolation (41a), becomesZ ‘
0
NTeþMTv
n o
ds ¼MTj uj MTi ui þ NTðdj  diÞ ¼ tTeDdce ð43aÞwhere i and j denote quantities evaluated for s ¼ 0 and s ¼ l and whereD ¼
1        
  1  1    
 1    1   
      1  
       1 
        1
2
666666664
3
777777775
; dce ¼
/cr
/ce
/cs
8><
>:
9>=
>; ð43bÞ/cr, /ce and /cs being the natural modes of the element (Argyris, 1978):/cr ¼
dcj  dci
‘
; /cs ¼
uci  ucj
2
; /ce ¼
uci þ ucj
2
ð43cÞ5.2. The CR transformation for the beam
Beam kinematics will be governed by their displacements by reference to the initial conﬁguration, collected in the nine
dimensional vectorde :¼ f/r;/e;/sgT ð44Þ
where/r ¼
dj  di
‘
; /e ¼
ui þ uj
2
; /s ¼
ui  uj
2The relation (24), relating these displacements with the analogous ones referred to the current conﬁguration and deﬁned
in Eq. (43a), becomesge½de ¼ fgr; ge; gsgT ð45Þ
wheregr ¼ Q Teðe1 þ /rÞ  e1; ge ¼
gi þ gj
2
; gs ¼
gi  gj
2and gi and gj express the relation between the deformational and global rotations of nodes i and j of the element. From Eq.
(12c) we havegi :¼ log½Q TeR½ui; gj :¼ log½Q TeR½uj
After some algebra, we obtain the following fourth-order Taylor expansiongk ¼ uk  ae 
1
2
W½aeuk þ
1
12
ðW½ae2uk W ½uk2aeÞ 
1
24
W½ukW2½aeuk þ    ; k ¼ i; j ð46ÞEqs. (46) are unaffected by the CR translation c and are fully deﬁned once the relation between the element CR rotation
vector ae and the displacement vector de has been stated. A possible choice is that of deﬁning the rotation Q e ¼ ½i1; i2; i3
according to the so called secant rule, i.e. by selecting i1 along the line connecting beam nodes and i2 and i3 in an appropriate
fashion to eliminate the torsional rigid motion:i1 :¼ e1 þ /rke1 þ /rk
; i3 :¼ i1  qki1  qk ; i2 :¼ i3  i1 ð47Þwhereq :¼ R½umRie2; um :¼
1
2
log½RjRTi 
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and de. A notable simpliﬁcation is obtained by deﬁning Q e :¼ R½umRi, we obtainae ¼ /e 
1
12
W½/s2/e ð48ÞHowever several other choices are possible the simplest one being obtained by deﬁning the CR rotation vector ae as a sim-
ple average of nodal rotationsae :¼ 12 ðui þ ujÞ ¼ /e ð49ÞThis choice, which can also be viewed as a simpliﬁcation of (48), gives accurate results and could be the best compromise.
The analytical expressions of the strain variations in this simple case are reported here in explicit form. The analogous
expressions, corresponding to the other possible choices for Q ½de, are noticeably more complex and are not given here. In
fact, their derivation can be easily performed with the aid of symbolic algebraic manipulation software (see Garcea et al.,
2007).
5.2.1. Strain energy variations for linear local beam modeling
Making We :¼W½/e and assuming that ae is deﬁned by Eq. (49), we havegr½de ¼ /r þW1/e þ
1
2
ðW2ee1  2We/rÞ þ
1
6
ð3W2e/r W3ee1Þ þ
1
24
ðW4ee1  4W3e/rÞ
ge½de ¼ 
1
12
W2s/e 
1
24
WsW
2
e/s
gs½de ¼ /s 
We
2
/s þ
W2e
6
/s 
W3e
24
/s
ð50Þbeing W1 :¼ spin ½e1. We then obtain
g1r ½d1e ¼ /1r þW1/1e; g1e½d1e ¼ 0; g1s½d1e ¼ /1swhich, through Eq. (29), providesL1 ¼
I3 W1 03
03 03 03
03 03 I3
2
64
3
75Introducing W ie :¼W½/ie and W is :¼W ½/is, we also obtaing2r½d1e;d2e ¼
1
2
ðW2eW1e þW1eW2eÞe1  ðW2e/1r þW1e/2rÞ
g2e½d1e;d2e ¼ 0
g2s½d1e;d2e ¼
1
2
ðW2s/1e þW1s/2eÞThe previous equation allows the explicit evaluation of .1½d1 and .2½d1;d2. Introducing the symmetric matrixW2½/i;/j ¼
1
6
ðW½/iW½/j þW ½/jW½/iÞwhich satisﬁes the conditionnTW2½/i; d//j ¼ d/TW2½n;/j/i
for any n; d/ 2 R3, matrix G½t0e, deﬁned by the equivalence (29), becomesGl½t0e ¼
03 W½ne0 03
W ½ne0 3W2½ne0; e1 W½ms0=2
03 W ½ms0=2 03
2
64
3
75 ð51Þwhere ne :¼ ½ne;me3=l;me2=lT, ms ¼ ½ms1;ms2;ms3T and me ¼ ½0;me2;me3T, when referring to the local linear model (20b).
The third variation of eq. (50) is:g3r½d1e;d2e;d3e ¼W2½/2e;/3eð3/1r þW1/1eÞ þW2½/1e;/3eð3/2r þW1/2eÞ þW2½/1e;/2eð3/3r þW1/3eÞ
g3e½d1e;d2e;d3e ¼ 
1
2
ðW2½/2s;/3s/1e þW2½/1s;/3s/2e þW2½/1s;/2s/3eÞ
g3s½d1e;d2e;d3e ¼W2½/2e;/3e/1s þW2½/1e;/3e/2s þW2½/1e;/2e/3s
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their vectorial form (34), we need vector sed deﬁned in Eq. (35). This can be expressed assed ¼ G½t1ed2e þ G½t2ed1e þ s0 ð52Þ
s0 being deﬁned by the equivalenceddTese ¼ tT0e.3½d1e;d2e; dde
After some algebra, we obtains0r ¼ 3W2½/1e;/2ene0
s0e ¼ ðW2½x1;n0 þW2½/1s;ms0Þ/2e þ ðW2½x2;n0 þW2½/2s;ms0Þ/1e 
1
2
W2½/1s;/2sme0 W1W2½/1e;/2ene0
s0s ¼ 12 ðW2½/1e;me0/2s þW2½/2e;me0/1sÞ þW2½/1e;/2ems0wherex1 ¼ 3/1r þW1u1e; x2 ¼ 3/2r þW1u2e
Finally, introducing the following symmetric cubic form:W3½/i;/j;/k ¼
1
4
ðW ½/iW2½/j;/k þW ½/jW2½/k;/i þW ½/kW2½/i;/jÞthe expressions for the fourth-order variations of g½de are
g4r½   ¼ W3½/4e;/3e;/2eð4/1r þW1/1eÞ W3½/4e;/3e;/1eð4/2r þW1/2eÞ W3½/4e;/2e;/1eð4/3r þW1/3eÞ
W3½/3e;/2e;/1eð4/4r þW1/4eÞ
g4e½   ¼ W3½/4s;/3e;/2e/1s W3½/4s;/3e;/1e/2s W3½/4s;/2e;/1e/3s W3½/3s;/2e;/1e/4s
g4s½   ¼ W3½/4e;/3e;/2e/1s W3½/4e;/3e;/1e/2s W3½/4e;/2e;/1e/3s W3½/3e;/2e;/1e/4s5.3. The assemblage matrix Ae
The assemblage matrix Ae connects the element vector ue :¼ fte;degT to the global conﬁguration vector u :¼ ftg ;dggT, tak-
ing into account the different format and the different reference frames used by the two vectors.
In particular, the vector uwill collect, in its ﬁrst part (denoted as tg), the stress parameters te, of all elements ðe ¼ 1   neÞ
and, in its second part (denoted as dg), the nodal displacements dgk and rotations ugk, for all the nodes ðk ¼ 1   nnÞ, displace-
ments and rotations being expressed within a ﬁxed global frame fE1;E2;E3g. Conversely, vector ue collects, in its ﬁrst part,
the stress parameters of the element te and, in its second part, its natural modes /r, /e and /s, the latter being expressed
within a ﬁxed local reference frame fe1; e2; e3g, chosen according to our assumption that the reference conﬁguration be de-
scribed by de ¼ 0. Denoting the rotation matrix between the global and local reference frames by Rge, Eq. (26) becomesue :¼
I6 03 03 03 03
03  Re0‘ 03 Re0‘ 03
03 03 12Re0 03
1
2Re0
03 03 12Re0 03  12Re0
2
6664
3
7775
te
dgi
ugi
dgj
ugj
2
6666664
3
7777775
ð53ÞMatrix Rge is conveniently obtained by the secant rule (47). With this choice, the initial deformational displacement de0 of
the element will be deﬁned by /r0 ¼ 0, /e0 and /s0 being obtained throughui0 ¼ log½RTgeR½ugi; uj0 ¼ log½RTgeR½ugj ð54Þ
where ugi and ugj are the rotation vectors of the nodes of the element in the reference conﬁguration.
5.4. The quadratic local modeling for the beam
The quadratic local model is deﬁned by substituting Eq. (38) with the strain measure obtained as a coherent second-order
expansion of the Reissner–Antman strain measure (Reissner, 1981; Antman, 1995; Simo and Vu-Quoc, 1986) ¼ dc;s Wcðe1 þ dc;sÞ þ 12W2ce1
v ¼ uc;s  12Wcuc;s
(
ð55Þwith Wc ¼ spin ½uc.
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ever, it is necessary, to explicitly assume an interpolation for displacements and rotations. We will use the classic polynomial
interpolation of the ﬁrst order beam theoryTable 1
Geomet
G½te ¼dc;s ¼Wce1 þ /cr1e1; uc½s ¼ xcr þ fs½s/cs þ fe½sð/ge  xcrÞ ð56Þwhere vector xcr is deﬁned asxcr ¼W1/cr þ /ce1e1
andfs½s ¼ fm½s; f e½s ¼ 1 6
s
‘
þ 6 s
2
‘2
;
Z ‘
0
fs½sds ¼
Z ‘
0
fe½sds ¼
Z ‘
0
fs½sfe½sds ¼ 0After some algebra we obtainZ ‘
0
fNTþMTvgds ¼ tTe.l þ
1
2
dTceW½tedce ð57Þ.l being deﬁned by Eq. (43a) andW½te ¼
X6
j¼1
tejWj ð58Þwhere Wj, j ¼ 1   6 are given byW1 ¼ 
6W
2
1
5 W15 03
W1
5
W21
5 03
03 03
W21
3
2
6664
3
7775W2 ¼
P13 d21 03
d12 P132 03
03 03  P136
2
64
3
75W3 ¼
P12 d31 03
d13  P122 03
03 03 P126
2
64
3
75
W4 ¼
03 03 W21
03 03 W12
W21 W12 03
2
664
3
775W5 ¼
03 03 d21
03 03 P132
d12 P132 03
2
64
3
75W6 ¼ 
03 03 d31
03 03 P122
d13 P122 03
2
64
3
75where dhk ¼ eheTk ¼ dTkh and Phk ¼ dhk þ dkh.
The evaluation of strain energy variations, require only the redeﬁnition of .2½, .3½ and .4½, following Eqs. (37) using
expression of W½te given by eq. (58). In this case the geometric matrix becomes:
Gq½t0e ¼ Gl½t0e þ LT1W½t0eL1 ð59ÞGl½t0e being provided by Eq. (51). The expression of geometric matrix Gq½t0e is in scalar components given in Table 1, for the
case de0 ¼ 0.
6. Numerical results
Some numerical tests have been performed to investigate the accuracy of the proposed approach, the convergence
behavior at mesh reﬁning and the inﬂuence of different choices in the local modeling, i.e. linear or quadratic, as well
as in the deﬁnition of the CR rotation vector ae, i.e. according to the secant frame (47) (Sec) or to the average rotation
(49) (Mid) strategies.
The results are reported here, including the graph of the equilibrium path and the relevant quantities of the
asymptotic analysis, i.e. the buckling multiplier kb, the initial post-buckling slope A :¼A111 and the initial post-bucklingric matrix G½te for the quadratic local model, assuming d0e ¼ 0
0 me3 me2 0 0 0 0 0 0
me3 6na5 0 me2 0  na5 ms2 ms1 0
me2 0 6na5 me3 na5 0 ms3 0 ms1
0 me2 me3 0 me32 me22 0 ms32 ms22
0 0 na5 me32 na5 0 ms32 0 ms12
0  na5 0 ms22 0 na5 ms22 ms12 0
0 ms2 ms3 0 ms32 ms22 0 me36 me26
0 ms1 0 ms32 0 ms12 me36 na3 0
0 0 ms1 ms22
ms1
2 0 me26 0 na3
2
6666666666664
3
7777777777775
390 G. Garcea et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 377–397curvature B :¼ B1111. The path is always compared with the one obtained through a careful path–following analysis
using the commercial code ‘‘ABAQUS”; the synthetic scalar results are compared with the ‘‘exact” analytical ones, when
these are possible.Fig. 2. Euler beam: geometry and equilibrium path. Rotation u3 of node B.
Table 2
Euler beam: relevant asymptotic quantities
Loc. Linear Quadratic
Mod. 4e 8e 16e 4e 8e 16e
kb Sec 1.039 1.000 0.990 0.987 0.987 0.987
Mid 1.042 1.000 0.990 0.987 0.987 0.987
B  103 Sec 15.58 15.00 14.85 14.80 14.80 14.80
Mid 15.47 14.99 14.85 14.65 14.79 14.80
Fig. 3. Shallow frame: geometry and equilibrium path. Rotation u3 of node B.
G. Garcea et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 377–397 391A more complex test, referring to a problem with modal interaction, is also reported to show the reliability of the pro-
posed strategy in large scale analyses.Table 3
Planar shallow-frame: relevant asymptotic quantities
Loc. Linear Quadratic Analytic
Mod. 8e 16e 8e 16e
kb Sec 22.27 22.04 22.10 22.00 21.97
Mid 22.42 22.08 22.23 22.03 –
A Sec 48.71 48.51 48.51 48.47 48.47
Mid 48.77 48.54 48.58 48.49 –
B Sec 8.104 8.329 8.321 8.395 8.426
Mid 7.954 8.308 8.241 8.379 –
Fig. 4. Narrow cantilever beam: geometry and equilibrium path. Displacement u3 of B node.
Fig. 5. Hinged right angle frame: geometry and equilibrium path. Displacement u3 of B node.
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The ﬁrst test is the classical Euler beam forwhich geometry and loads are reported in Fig. 2 and the analytical solution gives
kb ¼ 0:987andB ¼ 1:480. In this simplecase thechoiceof theCR framehas some inﬂuenceon thecoarsermesh.Asexpected the
quadraticmodel ismore accurate than the linear one, providing, the exact value of the buckling load. The results for both kb and
B are practically the same using 4 ﬁnite elements and the quadratic model with secant frame. Nonetheless, the linear model
performs well, the error being inferior to 1.30% for both kb andB using eight-element discretization (Table 2).Table 4
Narrow cantilever beam: relevant asymptotic quantities
Loc. Linear Quadratic Ref.
Mod. 4e 8e 16e 4e 8e 16e
kb Sec 3.416 3.321 3.298 3.341 3.303 3.293 3.290
Mid 3.414 3.321 3.298 3.341 3.303 3.293 –
B  102 Sec 44.59 43.16 42.80 44.05 43.03 42.77 42.69
Mid 44.42 43.16 42.81 44.18 43.04 42.77 –
Table 5
Hinged right angle frame: relevant asymptotic quantities
Loc. Linear Quadratic Ref.
Mod. 8e 16e 8e 16e
kb Sec 651.7 629.3 638.3 626.2 622.3
Mid 656.3 630.3 638.3 626.2 –
B Sec 348.7 294.36 313.5 286.6 277.7
Mid 340.96 292.35 311.7 286.5 –
Table 6
Cable hockling problem: comparison of relevant asymptotic quantities
Loc. Linear Quadratic Ref.
Mod. 8e 16e 8e 16e
kb Sec 241.1 226.7 222.7 222.2 222.2
Mid 248.8 228.2 229.0 222.2 –
B Sec 126.69 100.40 93.65 92.97 92.56
Mid 130.53 100.86 86.40 92.49 –
Fig. 6. Cable hocking problem: geometry and equilibrium path. Rotation u1 of B node.
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ior, therefore it is suitable in testing the accuracy of the asymptotic analysis in this context. The results are reported in Table
3 and Fig. 3. We obtain a fast convergence to the ‘‘exact” analytical solution and, also in this case, the Sec strategy is slightly
more accurate than Mid one, for rough meshes.
6.2. Spatial beams
The accuracy of the proposed approach is tested on some 3D spatial tests, which will be referred to as: the narrow can-
tilever beam test, the hinged right angle frame test and the cable hockling test. In all cases, the fundamental path is char-
acterized by uniform stress (shear, bending or torsion) that generates a buckling mode exploiting bending-torsional
coupling. For the narrow cantilever beam (Fig. 4) and the hinged right angle frame (Fig. 5) the analytical solution for the
buckling load (Timoshenko and Gere, 1961) gives kb ¼ 4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EI2GJ1
p
L2
¼ 3:280 and kb ¼ p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EI2GJ1
p
L ¼ 622:2, respectively.
The results, reported in Tables 4–6, are accurate also in the case of coarse meshes. The results of a 64 element mesh de-
noted as (ref.) are also reported and can be considered exact, remaining unchanged even for successive mesh reﬁnements
and unaffected by the local model which is used.Fig. 7. Hinged right angle, torsional moment M1 at middle. Cable hockling problem bending couple M3 at middle.
Fig. 8. Channel-section beam subjected to axial force. Geometry and equilibrium paths. Displacements uB1 and uB3.
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with respect to the 64 ﬁnite element mesh solution. Moreover in these cases, the quadratic model and the Sec frame are more
accurate than the linear and Mid ones. The accuracy of local quadratic modeling is comparable with the ABAQUS beam ele-
ments library. Really, using coarse mesh (four–eight ﬁnite elements for each beam) the result, with respect to the buckling
load and in recovering equilibrium path, are in practice comparable with the ‘‘exact” ones. The asymptotic equilibrium path
is also accurate for very large displacements and rotations (see Fig. 6). Finally, note that the stress distribution on the cross
section is very accurate along the equilibrium path (see Fig. 7).Fig. 9. 3D tower: geometry.
Fig. 10. 3D tower: equilibrium path k uA .
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The method is also tested in a context where shear and bending centers are not coincident. The proposed test is an asym-
metric-channel, see Fig. 8, under axial force. The evaluation of compliance operator F needed for the recovery of the com-
plementary energy (42) has been done through FEM technique in the cross section domain (for further details see Petrolo
and Casciaro, 2004). The equilibrium path recover for different relevant displacement component agrees with the results
proposed in the papers (Chen et al., 2006) and with the results made using ABAQUS (see Fig. 8).
6.3. Modal interaction test: 3D tower
The ﬁnal test refers to the 3D tower, for which the geometry is shown in Fig. 9. The structure exhibits 10 near coincident
buckling modes, reported in Fig. 11 along with the corresponding buckling loads. The interaction between global and local
modes produces a strong instability in the equilibrium path. In Fig. 12, the interaction between second and seventh buckling
mode is shown. The equilibrium path is recovered using 16-ﬁnite elements for each beam for the asymptotic and path-fol-
lowing analysis. The accuracy of the asymptotic formulation in particular in the evaluation of the limit load is clear in com-
parison with the equilibrium path recovered using ABAQUS (see Fig. 10).
7. Concluding remarks
The paper presents a corotational formulation, suitable for a nonlinear, fourth-order accurate asymptotic post-buck-
ling analysis of structures exploiting three dimensional ﬁnite rotations. Its FEM implementation is discussed in detail,
and basic expressions for recovering the ﬁrst four strain energy variations are given. The approach allows a geometri-
cally coherent, locking-free, nonlinear modeling to be obtained, starting from a standard, linear or simpliﬁed nonlinear,
ﬁnite element local discretization, thus overcoming, in a simple way, the main difﬁculty in the implementation of theFig. 11. 3D tower: modal shapes.
Fig. 12. 3D tower: interaction between second and seventh buckling modes.
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derivation of the strain energy derivatives in an explicit form, it could be noticeably simpliﬁed by the use of algebraic
manipulators (see Garcea et al., 2007). The proposed approach is fully implemented, by deriving the relevant terms of
the energy expansion, for the case of 3D Reissner beam assemblages. This structural typology was chosen as the simplest
tutorial, but also because it is characterized by a weak post-buckling stress redistribution and therefore highly sensitive
to kinematical coherency. In this way it is particularly suitable for testing the overall reliability of the approach. The
extension to other structural typologies, such as plates or shells, only requires an appropriate deﬁnition of the corota-
tional rotation a in terms of the element displacement parameters. For elements with rotational degrees of freedom, a
possible choice could be to directly refer to their average, as done for the beam element. The derivations of the energy
expressions in an explicit form is straightforward and can be easily performed through algebraic manipulators (Garcea
et al., 2007). Improvements in the beam modeling are also possible by the use of reﬁned models, such as derived from
Vlasov’s rods theory. This implies simple changes only affecting the local FEM model and could be useful for improving
accuracy in the case of thin-walled sections in which the effects due to the variations of the warping along the beam is
relevant.
It is worth mentioning that the mixed format, in displacement and stress variables, used in the local ﬁnite element dis-
cretization, is an important part of the proposed approach. It allows for noticeable simpliﬁcations in the algebra of energy
derivatives and also plays an important role in the robustness and reliability of the asymptotic analysis by avoiding the
so called extrapolation locking phenomena (Garcea et al., 1999). The solution of Eqs. 3, 4 and 7 can be conveniently per-
formed by means of a static condensation of stress variables at the element level within a pseudo-compatible solution
scheme. This implies a minimal computational extra-cost with respect to a compatible modeling using displacement vari-
ables alone, while maintaining all the advantages of the mixed formulation (see Garcea et al., 1999 for detail).
The use of quadratic kinematics for the local FEM modeling instead of the linear one is only related to best-compromise
choices, as it introduces slightly more complex expressions and the same improvement in accuracy can be achieved by re-
ﬁned meshes. Numerical results, referring to a selection of benchmark tests, show fast convergence at mesh reﬁning and
great accuracy, for both these choices, even in cases of complex coupled multimodal bucklings.
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